68                                    PHYSICS OF THE AIR
Obviously, these hypsometric formulae apply only to so much of 1 atmosphere as is of substantially constant composition, since the sa "homogeneous" altitude, 7991 meters, is assumed throughout. Cleai too, this condition of constant composition must apply, very apprc mately, up to the greatest altitude to which vigorous vertical convect: extends, or in middle latitudes, as we shall see later, to an elevation about 11 kilometers above sea level.
Beyond this level, up at least to the greatest altitude yet reached sounding balloons and presumably much higher still, the temperati changes comparatively little with change of elevation. Hence in t region there can be relatively little vertical movement of the atmosphe and therefore a chance, presumably, for the several gases, oxygen, nit gen, and others, to distribute themselves, each as though it alone w present.
For this more or less isothermal region, then, it is sufficient for m purposes to use the simple equation,
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in which p is the partial pressure of the gas under consideration at i place in question, dh the change in elevation, and H the virtual hei$ of the given gas, or its height, assuming its density throughout to be ' same as at the initial level, necessary to produce the pressure p. T equation neglects any changes in the force of gravity, but, as alrea explained, such changes are small, and therefore the equation as it stai gives a close first approximation. It is not convenient, however, numerical calculations, but for this purpose can be put into the follow: form:
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Equation (14) is applicable as far up as the composition of i atmosphere is essentially constant, or to an elevation of about 11 ki meters, while above that level, where, owing to the practical absence vertical convections, each gas presumably is distributed substantia as though it alone were present, equation (16) rnay be used, with, course, the proper value of 77 for each gas considered.
This value is given by the following equation:
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in which T is the absolute temperature, Da the density of dry air, and that of the gas in question, both at the same pressure (no matter wh and at 0° C.

